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Abstract 
This article explores spatial statistical analysis of the dynamic change of industry sulfur dioxide emission in areas, 
and we use the data from 31 provinces in China during the years of 1997-2008. We find that the spatial distribution of 
environmental pollution in provinces shows two distinct characteristics: one is spatial clustering; the other is spatial 
unbalanced. The two characteristics are stable in the sample range. 
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1. Introduction 
Since reform and opening-up, China has been one of the fastest growing economies in the world. 
While with the rapid economic growth, China has paid high price fo r the resources and environment. 
Economic g rowth and environmental problems have become the focus and many people have studied 
about them, though there has not a consistent conclusion, researchers generally  consider that economic 
development and environmental pollution are highly correlated in one country. Some scholars have 
carried  on analysis to the spatial distribution of regional economic development in recent years, and 
concluded that it shows spatial clustering and spatial unbalanced. While for environmental pollution, 
which is highly correlated to economic growth, what characteristic does its spatial distribution presents? 
This article will make an analysis of this question. 
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2. The exploring spatial statistical analysis  
2.1 Global Spatial Autocorrelation 
Global Spatial Autocorrelation represents spatial distribution from the whole regional space point of 
view. Moran(1950) first proposed Moran's I index which describes global spatial autocorrelation, and its 
formula is: 
Moran’s I
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In this paper, we use the spatial matrix based on contiguity of binary system, and carry line 
standardized on data. Although Hainan has not been neighboring with other p rovinces, but in v iew of the 
fact that Hainan separated from Guangdong Province and established province just in 1988, and they 
related closely, therefore, we might think the two were neighboring in structuring weight matrix. 
The value of Moran' s I index is between -1 and 1.If the value is bigger than 0, positive correlation 
exists between areas in spatial, the more bigger, the more correlated; If the value is smaller than 0, 
negative correlation exists between areas. If the value equal to 0, no correlat ion exists.  
As to Moran' s I index, we may make examination separately by two kind of suppositionsüthe 
gradual normal distribution and the stochastic distribution. The standardized Z statistics formula is: 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2.2 Local Spatial Autocorrelation 
2.2.1 The local spatial autocorrelation about Moran scatter diagram 
Moran scatter plot describes the related relationship between z and wz , and wz  is the weighting 
computation of the observed values of neighboring region. The Moran’s I index is the slope of regression 
line that wz  to z  when w  is the spatial matrix which  has been made row standardized. The four 
quadrants of Moran scatter diagram correspond separately to four types of local spatial relation forms: 
The first quadrant is high-high type (HH), indicates that regions that have high observation values are 
surrounds by also high observation regions; the second quadrant is low-high type (LH), means that 
regions that have low observation values are surrounds by high observation regions; t he third quadrant is 
low-low type (LL), represents that the low observed values regions are surrounds by low observation 
regions; the fourth quadrant is height-low type (HL), denotes that high observation value regions are 
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surrounds by low observation areas. The first and the third quadrants show the positive spatial 
autocorrelation relationship, while the second and fourth quadrants display the negative sp atial 
autocorrelation relationship, regions have no spatial autocorrelation when the observations distribute in 
the four evenly, so Moran scatter diagram identifies the clustering types of each region in local spatial. 
2.2.2 Local Moran’s I index 
Although Moran scatter diagram may reflect spatial pattern of the observation intuitively, it is fail to 
test the significant degree, local Moran’s I can fill up the deficiency, its formula is:    xxw
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3. Exploring spatial analysis of environmental pollution in regions  
Environmental pollution for analysis must meet the following requirements: it is the by-product of 
production; the amount of per unit  output in some industries must be more than other industries; it has 
very strong region effect; it has  a toxic effect on human body; it can be cut down by technology, so 
industry sulfur d ioxide is an appropriate target which meet the all requires. In this paper, to reflect the 
pollution level of regions more accurately, we use the total amount of industry sulfur d ioxide, but not the 
emission intensity; The dataoriginates in the “Chinese Statistics Yearbook ” of 1998-2009. 
3.1 The global spatial distribution of environmental pollution in areas 
Table 1 gives the Moran’s I index about 31 provinces in China and the test results. Moran ’s I index is 
significant only in the years of 1997ǃ1998 and 1999 when the significant level is 0.05, while Moran’s I 
index is significant between 1997 and 2000 when the significant level is 0.10, and show a downward 
trend between 1997 and 2002,since 2003 it began an upward trend,and then decline in 2007, which may 
be related to  the discharge of industrial sulfu r d ioxide. Industrial sulfur d ioxide emissions decreased each 
year in China since 1997, but rebounded in 2003 because of the rapid development of high energy 
consumption and high pollution industries. Beijin Olympic games has provided an opportunity for 
pollution contorl. Generally speaking, Emissions generated in regions are not randomly before 2001, but 
is caused by the positive spatial correlation. Spatial clustering shows spatial dependence overall, this 
distribution indicates a contiguity effect exists in areas, high discharge provinces tend to next to high 
emissions regions, while low discharge provinces tend to adjacent to low emissions areas.  
Table 1 Moran’s I index of logarithmic sulfur dioxide emission  
Year Moran’s I Mean Standard 
error 
P 
Value 
Year Moran’s I Mean Standard 
error 
P 
Value 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
0.2548 
0.2337 
0.2289 
0.1321 
0.1114 
0.1040 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
0.1101 
0.1128 
0.1142 
0.1164 
0.1185 
0.1171 
0.009 
0.015 
0.013 
0.074 
0.126 
0.131 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
0.0543 
0.0758 
0.0931 
0.0894 
0.0968 
0.0787 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.033 
0.1154 
0.1192 
0.1220 
0.1222 
0.1200 
0.1192 
0.219 
0.184 
0.139 
0.151 
0.139 
0.172 
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It must be noted that the global Moran’s I index has a very great limitation: if the discharges in parts 
of provinces are positive related, while others are negative related, the global Moran’s I index may has 
not significant region correlation as the two-phase offset, so the scatter diagram analysis of local Moran ’s 
I index is necessary.   
3.2 The local spatial distribution of Moran scatter diagram  
In order to identify the emission level of each province is high or low, we should do local spatial 
autocorrelation analysis . Figure 1 is the scatter plot of industrial sulfur dioxide in 1997and 2008. 
 
Figure 1: Moran scatter plot of industrial sulfur dioxide emissions in 1997 and 2008 
As can be seen from the figure 1, the majority of provinces  in  1997 are in  the first and third quadrants 
and show a positive spatial autocorrelation. most provinces are high-high type which accounting for 
35.5% and low-low type is  25.8%, and in 2008 the high-high type accounting for 35.5% and 12.9% are 
low-low type. Moran’s index scatter plot helps to identify atypical reg ions, that is, deviation from the 
positive correlation reg ion. In 1997, 12 provinces showed a negative spatial autocorrelation, of which 9 
provinces in the second quadrant and 3 in the fourth quadrant; In 2008, 16 provinces display a negative 
spatial autocorrelation, of which 13 provinces in the second quadrant and 3 in the fourth quadrant. 
We can see clearly the types and changes of each province in table 2: in  1997-2008, type change took 
place only in 8 provinces, which include Tian jin, Heilongjiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei, Gansu, Zhejiang, 
Hunan. Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan, Guangxi, Guizhou and 
Shaanxi are remained high-high area, the levels of their own pollution are higher than the national 
average and the weighted average of neighboring provinces also much higher; Xinjiang, Qinghai, Tibet 
have been in low-low area, their own pollution levels are lower than the national average and the 
weighted average of neighboring provinces  also much lower; Guangdong and Sichuan have been in high-
low area, the pollution level o f them are higher than the national average, but the weighted level of 
neighboring are low; the other provinces are in  low-high area, their self-pollution is not high, but its 
surrounding provinces, the levels of the weighted average are much higher. 
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Table 2  the Moran’s I index scatter plot of industrial sulfur dioxide of 31 provincesin 1997 and 2008 
Province 1997 2008 Province 1997 2008 
Beijing 
T ianjin 
Hebei 
Shanxi 
Inner Mongolia 
Liaoning 
Jilin 
Hei longjiang 
Shanghai 
Jiangsu 
Zhejiang 
Anhui 
Fujian 
Jiangxi 
Shandong 
Henan 
LH 
LH 
HH 
HH 
HH 
HH 
LH 
LL 
LH 
HH 
LL 
LH 
LL 
LL 
HH 
HH 
LH 
LL 
HH 
HH 
HH 
HH 
LH 
LH 
LH 
HH 
HL 
LH 
LH 
LH 
HH 
HH 
Hubei 
Hunan 
Guangdong 
Guangxi 
Hainan 
Chongqing 
Sichuan 
Guizhou 
Yunnan 
Tibet 
Shanxi 
Gansu 
Qinghai 
Ningxi 
Xingjiang 
 
LL 
HL 
HL 
HH 
LH 
LH 
HL 
HH 
LH 
LL 
HH 
LL 
LL 
LH 
LL 
LH 
HH 
HL 
HH 
LH 
LH 
HL 
HH 
LH 
LL 
HH 
LH 
LL 
LH 
LL 
3.3 The spatial distribution of local Moran’s I index  
Moran scatter diagram does not give a significant level indicator, so it is necessary to make further 
explore to the spatial analysis by calculating Moran’s I index. Table 3 shows the local Moran’s I index of 
industries sulfur dioxide which verified by significant tests.In the 0.1 significance level, the significant 
provinces in 1997 are Hebei, Shanxi, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan and Xinjiang. Be compared with 
1997, the significant provinces in 2008 have not significant vary, which include Hebei, Shangxi, Anhui, 
Shangdong, Henan, Xinjiang,. The pollution in eastern, central and western regions, in statistical sense, 
shows a spatial concentration pattern which changes little for the past ten years. 
Table 3  The significance of  local Moran’s I index in 1997 and 2008 
1997 2008 
Provinces Local Moran’s I P Value Provinces Local Moran’s I P Value 
Hebei˄HH˅ 
Shanxi(HH) 
Jiangsu(HH) 
Anhui(LH) 
Shandong(HH) 
Henan(HH) 
Xinjiang(LL) 
1.2057 
0.5873 
1.1474 
-0.25 
3.1052 
0.6835 
0.8107 
0.0300 
0.0560 
0.0700 
0.0200 
0.0040 
0.0080 
0.0120 
Hebei(HH) 
Shangxi(HH) 
Anhui(LH) 
Shangdong(HH) 
Henan(HH) 
Xinjiang(LL) 
0.6428 
1.2543 
-0.2543 
1.8580 
1.1284 
0.3818 
0.0480 
0.0100 
0.0240 
0.0160 
0.0200 
0.0100 
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4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we studied the spatial distribution of industrial sulfur d ioxide emissions of 31 p rovinces 
in China between the years 1997 and 2008. The conclusions are that (1) the g lobal Moran’s I index is 
significant in  3 years and shows a global spatial positive autocorrelation trend; (2) through local spatial 
statistical analysis, the spatial distribution of provinces display two characteristics, one is the spatial 
clustering, and the other is the spatial unbalanced, which are relat ively stable since 1997. Naturalness, for 
different indicators of environmental pollution, the spatial distribution of pollution levels may show 
different characteristics. As to industrial sulfur dioxide discharge, the only province in low-low area is 
Xin jiang, the provinces in high-high area cluster is Shandong , Hebai in eastern,and Shangxi, Henan in 
central, the province in low-high is Anhui. Moreover, the results in this paper can provide some valuable 
policy recommendations for environmental regulations: it  is necessary to strengthen regional cooperation, 
introduce the province-level environmental strategic planning, and definite the necessary responsibilities 
of each province for maintain ing the concentration regional security in the environmental regulations. In 
addition, commitment to the concrete executants through contractual system of government, establish 
vertical management environmental monitoring agency  for the implementation of monitoring and 
punishment, so as to promote the externalities to be internalization. 
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